**Description:** This work shall consist of constructing a new type A inlet with an existing frame and grate or an existing grate salvaged from an existing structure that is scheduled to be removed.

**General:** The work shall be performed according to Section 602 of the “Standard Specifications”, IDOT Standard Drawing 604036, and the following:

*The existing frame and grate / grate shall be salvaged from the existing drainage structure that is designated to be removed on the plans. The salvaged frame and grate / grate shall be installed on the new type A inlet.*

**Basis of Payment:** This work shall be paid for at the contract unit price per each for **INLETS, TYPE A, WITH SALVAGED FRAME AND GRATE.** *The unit price shall include all equipment, labor and materials required to construct the proposed inlet and install the salvaged frame and grate / grate. Removal of the existing drainage structure, less the salvaged grate, will be paid for separately.*